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Chairman’s Report

The Banca del Sempione Group reached a major milestone in 2010, celebrating 50 years in business in a significant and original way.
The Bank organised multiple events to symbolise its history, events that were well attended and appreciated by
participants.
Therefore in this annual report we dedicate space to these events without forgetting the importance of the
year’s numbers and operating results.
2010 will be remembered for financial market turbulence in general, and especially the debt crisis that struck
several European countries, triggering debate on the entire European system and casting doubt on certainties
that had seemed consolidated.
Only determined intervention by the European Central Bank avoided a repeat of dramatic situations like the
ones experienced in 2008. The CHF benefited significantly from these serious difficulties, strengthening
against all currencies, especially the euro. This trend forced the National Bank of Switzerland to implement
measures to offset the swiss franc’s strength, but these efforts were not enough to offset joint action by
investors, central banks, and speculators who all demanded the world’s premier safe-haven currency. Going forward,
we believe that the CHF can back down to around 1.35 against the euro, and perhaps this is desirable for swiss
merchandise and service exports, especially tourism which already seems to have suffered significantly.
As for our banking business, the swiss franc’s appreciation lowered the value of revenues from commissions on
investments denominated in euro and the USD and slowed growth of assets under management.

Lending operations and interest income
Customer loans increased on a comparable basis. As we have already reiterated several times, lending is not an
aim in itself, but the result of a comprehensive approach with clients, conceived to satisfy all the individual’s
private needs.
Our Bank has for years also maintained a cautious stance in its appraisal of loan applications.
Lending operations were once again shaped by low interest rates, narrower margins, and increasingly fierce
competition.
Treasury operations were also affected by these factors, and we again focused our attention on investing the
securities portfolio which generated very comforting results, with careful selection of debtor quality and
maturities.
Commission income
Customer confidence in our Bank and its products has been a key factor in achieving positive results. We have
around half of our client assets under mandate, allowing us to keep revenues steady despite the stronger swiss
franc, as discussed above, which undoubtedly had a negative impact on revenues from assets denominated in other
currencies.
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Trading operations
Foreign exchange trading is becoming increasingly important for the Banca del Sempione Group. We aim to
develop it further, convinced that trading on the world’s most liquid market can generate attractive and transparent returns for our clients. The Bank has certainly generated returns on foreign exchange trading, and with
the increase in volume we have also expanded risk management with appropriate investment in human
resources and technology. In detail, we point to the purchase of the MasterFinance trading platform that will
allow for greater operating efficiency and greater effectiveness in risk management.
Operating costs
As reported in the first section, 2010 was Banca del Sempione SA’s 50th year in business. The Bank organised a
series of events that gave it visibility. Appreciation and visibility were achieved in various ways, and the return
on investment was significant and above expectations. Obviously this commitment generated an increase in
operating costs, though mostly offset by revenues which met expectations.
General expenses were also in line with the budget plan.
Client assets
Despite the impact of the strong swiss franc on the main currencies, assets under management declined
only slightly on the year at both the Bank and consolidated level, reflecting the business effort made by all
staff members. We once again achieved net inflow into our funds, amounting to CHF 126 millions.
Consolidated Operating Result
Consolidated net earnings amounted to CHF 8,815 millions in 2010, down 17.66% from 2009 when an all-time
record was achieved. But this is still a significant result taking into account the special challenges faced in 2010
as we have discussed and the impact of costs incurred for the development of our Italian subsidiaries.
In view of this result, the Board proposes the following allocation of the CHF 10’131’000 in net earnings
at the parent company’s shareholders’ meeting:
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

500’000
2’000’000
5’500’000
2’131’000

to the legal reserve
to other reserves
dividend
carried forward

The Board of Directors thanks the Bank’s entire staff and the Management team of the Bank and of the Group
companies for the constant commitment and dedication that they have demonstrated in the pursuit of their
tasks. Our heartfelt thanks the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority for the Financial Sector for its
cooperation and the independent auditors for their vital role and the suggestions they have offered.

Mr. Fiorenzo Perucchi
Chairman of the Board of Directors

LOOK AT THE FUTURE TO SEIZE ITS POSSIBILITIES

Foreseeing the possible developments of a
situation with the ability to understand its
potential and take advantage of the consequences: winners do not stop at the present,
they always look ahead. It is important not
to let dreams languish into a life of mere
expectation. We have to keep our feet on
the ground, developing a rational consciousness of what we will face. Confucius
says: “He who does not foresee things far
away is soon exposed to unhappiness”. It
sounds like a slogan, but it is a warning not
to get too comfortable with the present,
and to see tomorrow as an opportunity.

Farsightedness

Back on 29 May 2010, the Ticino event started on
Corso San Gottardo in Chiasso. People shopping
and going about their normal errands found the
urban environment transformed with so many
automobiles bringing them back in time. After
the initial feeling of surprise, the people were curious; their minds dusting off the memories of the
more popular automobiles, the other models being rarities of which only a few models were produced and only collectors could really appreciate.
The Alfa Romeo cars, with the curious brand of a
bank, Banca del Sempione, slowly emerged, becoming a roaring river streaming towards Lugano.
The lake and the cars were like a postcard. The
parade in Piazza Riforma made an ordinary Saturday an unforgettable one. The Alfa Romeos
seemed like soubrettes before the television and
digital cameras, and in the looks of the people.
The procession moved on a few miles to Locarno.
Looks of amazements, emotions, and interest
were among those who saw the cars. Banca del
Sempione stepped out of its offices and onto the
streets, becoming itself an event, with a demonstration of unusual vitality that piqued interest.
But what is Banca del Sempione’s history? It all
started in the mind of a great entrepreneur, Pier
Alberto Donelli. A man of foresight, active in the
construction business, it was his idea to build a
skyscraper in Piazza della Repubblica in Milan.
Back in 1954 it stood as the world’s largest reinforced concrete structure and the highest in the
city. Donelli was like a volcano: he thought, he
planned, he accomplished. One of his dreams
was for a bank. Coming together with a group
of friends in industry and in collaboration with
Giuseppe Franchi, who is still today on the Board
of Directors, this dream was realized.
Banca del Sempione was founded in Lugano on 9
September 1960. Why this name? By intuition,
the founders associated the mountains, symbol of
Switzerland, with the new bank’s name: peaks to
climb, goals to achieve through hard work and
dedication. The first manager for the new bank was
Mario Bernasconi, not yet 40 years old. Together

with Mr Franchi, he designed the organisation,
chose the business specialisations, and hired its
employees. Serving until 1988 when he was elected
to the bank’s Board of Directors, Mr. Bernasconi
stood as a man of values for a bank of values.
1960 was also the year that construction began on
the Alfa Romeo plant in Arese, just outside of Milan. The old Portello facility was no longer large
enough. Alfa had grown. It is worth remembering
that the Portello area (the name was taken from
a nearby restaurant) was on the extreme outskirts
of Milan in 1910 when the company was founded
on 24 June. In the beginning it was simply called
Alfa, acronym for Anonima Lombarda Fabbrica
Automobili. In 1921 a civil engineer from Sant’
Antimo (Naples), Nicola Romeo, acquired the
ownership held by Banca di Sconto, changing the
company’s name to Alfa Romeo. Romeo was like
Donelli: strong-willed and determined to achieve
his objectives.
These were the years of pioneers and discovery.
Passenger airlines began to fly short but chilling
routes: Paris-London, then Berlin-Weimar. Again,
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Charles Rolls – first flight over the English Channel
From above in sequence:
UN Building - Geneva
Radio Monte Ceneri van, 1940s-1950s
Side page in sequence:
Alfa Romeo factory in Arese
Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Ticino, 29 May 2010, Piazza
Riforma, Lugano

it is worth remembering that only 20 years before
people were astonished to see Charles Rolls fly
non-stop across the English Channel in an airplane that looked like a mosquito. The man who
designed that aircraft knew that one day long
trips would be taken through the skies. In this
environment, Alfa started its long adventure in
1910 with the 24 HP. In 1913 it participated in its
first race, the Berceto Parma-Poggio. Ten years
later, it triumphed in the Targa Florio, revealing
to Nicola Romeo that racing stimulated sales
because of its instant publicity. With the help of
Enzo Ferrari, he snatched the best technicians
from Fiat and, in 1925 the P2 driven by Brilli Peri
won the world’s first carmakers championship. To
celebrate the achievement, the Alfa Romeo brand
added a crown of laurels to its logo. It’s still stands
today, a proud monument of achievement.
In the same year there was an event that involved
the Canton of Ticino and the Italian-speaking
minority: Radio Monteceneri erected its antenna.
Radio Monteceneri was an independent broadcaster, founded in the spirit of neutrality that
has been a hallmark of Switzerland since 1515;
Switzerland becoming a mediator country in many
difficult situations. Not by chance, Geneva hosts
UN offices and the chairman of the 65th session of
the General Assembly is a Swiss, Joseph Deiss.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2010

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

66’397
229’824
70’061
88’343
1’514
116’841
23
34’030
880
5’463
15’960
629’336

47’992
289’471
69’106
74’122
3’384
84’726
23
35’352
1’120
2’971
4’296
612’563

18’405
–59’647
955
14’221
–1’870
32’115

1’365

1’485

–120

11’271
52’848
413’827
4’695
17’072
12’647
15’910
20’000
70’552
1’699
8’815
–278
629’336

13’577
46’517
410’345
4’240
8’368
14’832
15’510
20’000
66’492
1’976
10’706
95
612’563

–2’306
6’331
3’482
455
8’704
–2’185
400
4’060
–277
–1’891
–373
16’773

13’766

7’842

5’924

14’590
2’870
50

18’390
2’744
50

–3’800
126

1’657’826
14’480
13’039
60’154

427’900
3’311
3’186
102’813

1’229’926
11’169
9’853
–42’659

Total due from unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in savings and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities
Total due to unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contract volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

Change

–1’322
–240
2’492
11’664
16’773

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 2010

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Change

3’897
61
2’315
–440
5’833

5’243
37
1’836
–625
6’491

–1’346
24
479
185
–658

132
29’958
2’627
–2’551
30’166

149
28’376
3’822
–2’505
29’842

–17
1’582
–1’195
–46
324

4’777

4’492

285

193
3
714
44
–335
619

53
4
628
28
–62
651

140
–1
86
16
–273
–32

41’395

41’476

–81

–19’236
–8’618
–27’854

–17’738
–7’219
–24’957

–1’498
–1’399
–2’897

13’541

16’519

–2’978

13’541
–2’494
–83
10’964
178
–415
–1’912

16’519
–2’321
–562
13’636
–587
–2’343

–2’978
–173
479
–2’672
178
172
431

Net income

8’815

10’706

–1’891

of which minority interests

–278

95

–373

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results (subtotal)
Total income

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

GROUP PROFIT
Gross profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result
Extraordinary income
Extraordinary expenses
Taxes
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 2010

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under review
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Previous year
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Cash flow from operating activities (internal source)

Net income
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Change of reserves for general banking risks
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other expenses
Other income
Dividend
Balance

8’815
2’494
483
400

2’492
11’664

277
646
923

Cash flow from investment activities
Participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Balance

Short-term operations
Due to banks
Due to customers
Due from banks
Due from customers
Securities and precious metal portfolios

8’644
5’000
7’180

1’782
178
1’604

3
1’774
1’209
2’986

932
932

6’331

3’504

14’221
32’115

2’306
3’482
59’647

12’030
34’762

2’632
85’392
59’016
14’699
2’652

955
1’870

Liquidity
Cash
Balance

6’923

8’704
6’000
1’473

18’405
3’328

110
3
213

455

Cash Flow from shareholders’equity transactions
Variation in minority shareholdings in the equity capital
Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
Balance

Cash flow from investment activities
Medium and long term operations (>1 year)
Saving and investments accounts
Mortgages
Financial investments

2’668

10’706
2’321
640
560

25’833
5’798

NOTES TO THE 2010 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization

The Banca del Sempione Group profile
Banca del Sempione SA, the Group’s parent company founded in 1960, is based in Lugano and has branches in
Bellinzona, Chiasso and Locarno.
Abroad the Group operates through an affiliate located in the Bahamas, Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., and
two companies based in Milan: Accademia SGR SpA, specialised in the promotion and management of
real estate funds regulated by Italian law, and LMF & Partners SIM SpA, active in securities brokerage.
For a complete list of equity investments, please see paragraph 3.3 of the Schedule.

The Banca del Sempione Group business
The Group provides its private and corporate clients with all the typical services of a universal bank, the main
focus being on the provision of financial advice, asset administration services as well as securities, derivatives and
currencies trading on behalf of its clients.
The volume of transactions for the Group’s own account is limited.
The Group also promotes and manages a SICAV operating under the laws of Luxembourg (Base Investments
SICAV), licensed to distribute products in Switzerland.
On the other hand, on-balance sheet transactions have secondary meaning.
The lending policy has been kept very tight for a while; new loans are issued only if backed by collateral.
Customer loans backed by guarantees shown in the financial statements account for 96% of the customer loans.
Excess cash is invested short term at primary banks, medium term in a diversified high quality bond portfolio
booked under “financial investments”.

Personnel
As at 31 December 2010, the Group had 137 employees on its books, equating to 128.2 full-time positions
(previous year: 133 employees, equating respectively to 126.4 positions).

Risk control and management
During the year, the Board of Directors regularly analyses the main risks linked to the Group’s activities. This
analysis is largely based on the information generated by the risk management system that the Group has set up,
as illustrated below, and the reports issued by Internal Audit, Operations Management, Risk Control and
Compliance.
On the basis of this assessments, the Board of Directors determines the standards that regulate the Group’s risk
policy.
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The Group has a set of regulations defining risk control and risk management in all areas of activities. Clear and
conservative limits have been defined for each type of risk. These limits are regularly updated and adapted to
the risk profile of each operation which is carried out.
The Risk Control unit is endowed with the necessary independence and professionalism. Its operating responsibility is to identify and measure risks as well as to ensure that the Group’s policies are implemented and limits
respected: controls take place at regular intervals with the aid of the appropriate surveillance tools. Market
valuations are updated on a daily basis.
Operations Management is constantly informed on the Group’s risks.
The Risk Control unit also draws up a quarterly report addressed to Operations Management and to the Board of
Directors.

Counterparty (credit) risks are minimized through a rigorous selection of financial counterparties and by
systematic demands on customers for collateral and margin coverage. The Group’s companies also have
procedures regulating concession powers and ensuring a separation of functions between units that take on
risk and those that manage it.
Lombard credits, which represent the preponderant part of the customer loan portfolio, are granted on the basis
of collateral, prudentially calculated and constantly monitored.
The mortgage portfolio mainly refers to residences occupied by the owners themselves. The average mortgage
amount issued is CHF 417,000 (previous year: CHF 367,000). The collateral value of commercial properties,
incoming-producing buildings and private houses of high standing is determined with the help of external
appraisers.
Interest rate risk management with respect to the balance sheet structure is managed by the Group’s ALM
committee.
Other market risks, mainly on currency and securities positions, are contained by virtue of very strict limits
imposed by the operating units. The positions are monitored daily.
Operating risks are limited through a series of internal regulations and provisions. Control operations are an
integral part of daily operations. Internal Audit constantly monitors the adequacy of the procedures.
The Compliance service ensures that regulations and diligence requirements affecting the Group’s various areas
of operations are respected.
The Group has a business continuity plan to ensure operating continuity even in case of extraordinary events
that limit the availability of personnel, infrastructure, and information systems.

Outsourcing
Banca del Sempione SA has appointed an external company to carry out the necessary maintenance work on
programs belonging to the IT platform BOSS. A detailed services contract formally regulates the terms of this
service. All personnel connected with the service company are subject to bank secrecy obligations. However, the
services are not subject to the provision of circular FINMA 08/07.

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria

General principles
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted are in compliance with the provisions of the Code of
Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the guidances issued by the FINMA.
The consolidated financial statements have been drawn up in accordance with Swiss law governing the preparation of bank accounting statements. They present a true and fair view of the Group’s capital structure, financial
standing, and operating performance.
All transactions are shown in the financial statements according to the transaction date entry principle.

Scope and method of consolidation
Those companies in which the Bank owns more than 50% of capital and shares with voting rights are fully
consolidated.
In accordance with the fully consolidation method, debits and credits, as well as revenues and expenses generated by transactions between consolidated companies, are netted.
Consolidation of capital takes place according to the "purchase method". According to this method, book value
is offset against net equity existing at the time of formation or acquisition.
Any equity investments held by 20%-50% are recognized in the consolidated financial statements according to
the equity method.
The non-consolidated equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less any amortization, which may be necessary.
The list of significant equity investments, as well as the change in the scope of consolidation, are shown in paragraph 3.3 of the Schedule.

Conversion of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions are booked at the exchange of the transaction date.
Profits and losses generated by the winding up of these transactions or by the conversion of foreign-currency
denominated assets and liabilities at exchange rates prevailing as at the end of the financial year are booked
to the income statement. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies are converted at the yearend exchange rate, whereas revenues and expenses are converted at the average exchange rate. The resulting
differences are directly allocated to the Group equity.
The following table sets out the exchange rates against the major foreign currencies applied for conversion
purposes:
2010

USD
EUR
GBP
YEN

2009

Year End

Average

Year End

Average

0.9372
1.2526
1.4541
1.1519

1.0372
1.3793

1.0310
1.4857
1.6613
1.1162

1.0827
1.5139

Main valuation principles
Assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet entries shown under the same item are always subject to an individual
valuation.

Cash, money market securities, loans to banks, liability reserves
These items are shown in the financial statements on the basis of their nominal value or acquisition value, less
write-downs to individual items for credit risk. The discount on money market securities is divided into installments.
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Loans (accounts receivable from customers and mortgage lending)
Loans are generally booked at nominal value.
Non-performing loans – defined as loans for which the debtor is considered unlikely to meet its commitments
based on an examination of solvency criteria – are valued on a case-by-case basis. Presumed risks of loss are
covered by individual prudent write-downs. Any commitments deriving from off-balance sheet transactions are
duly considered in this valuation.
A loan is considered non-performing when interest and repayment are expired by more than 90 days at the
latest. In this case, interest not received is directly attributed to write-downs; an entry to revenues is made
only when the interest is effectively received.
The amount of the write-down corresponds to the difference between the book value of the loan and the amount
the Bank believes it can collect based on counterparty risk and net revenues obtainable from the implementation of any guarantees. Non-performing loans are recognised in the balance sheet net of corresponding writedowns.
A lump-sum adjustment may be applied to loans that, while not substandard, present a potential risk of loss,
and to the portion of the portfolio consisting of numerous small loans. This adjustment is determined by
applying a calculation method that is systematic and constant over time (20% of the nominal value of risked
loans and 5% for the minor loans).
Changes in the amount of the write-down, both case-by-case and lump-sum, as well as collections of loans previously amortised are entered under the income statement item “value adjustments, provisions, and losses”.
Reserves released because they are no longer necessary are either allocated to form new provisions or booked
to the income statement under the item “extraordinary gains”.

Trading securities and precious metals
Trading securities and precious metals are shown at the market price on the closing date of the financial statements and the results generated are shown in the income statement. If no reliable market price is available, the
lesser value principle is applied.

Financial investments
Fixed-income securities are valued according to the accrual method since the intention is to hold them to
maturity.
Any transaction premiums and discounts at the time of the acquisition of the fixed-income securities are therefore shown in the income statement on an accrual basis according to time-to-maturity.
The result realized on a sale or early repayment is spread over the residual duration of the transaction determined
on the basis of the original maturity date.
Any depreciation in value caused by a deterioration in the issuer’s solvency is shown under the item “other
ordinary expenses”. In a similar way, any later write-backs to the previous value are booked to the item
“other ordinary revenues”.
Equity investments and precious metals are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and market value.
Real assets received in guarantee of loans issued, and then received from auctions, are shown among financial
investments if the intention is to sell them off; they are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and liquidation
value.
Physical assets in precious metals intended for conversion into cash are valued according to the lesser value
principle, while those used to cover commitments in the metals account are valued according to market prices.

Non-consolidated equity investments
Any minority stakes held by 20%-50% are shown in the financial statements according to the equity method.
The companies in which the Bank holds an equity investment of less than 20% of the voting shares or whose
sizes and operations do not have a significant impact on the Group, are shown in the financial statements at
acquisitions price less depreciation and amortization as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Assets used for more than one reporting period and which are higher than the minimum activation limit are
shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization are applied according to the straight-line method and are estimated on the basis of the presumed useful
life of the assets according to conservative criteria.
Purchase of software and other intangible assets are carried in the balance sheet only if their useful life is multiyear. Intangible assets developed in-house are not recognized on the balance sheet.
Every year the bank examines the consistency of the criteria adopted and, if necessary, deducts supplementary
depreciation and amortization. Ordinary and supplementary depreciation and amortization are booked under
the income statement item “depreciation and amortization of fixed assets”.
The presumed useful life expected for the different categories of assets is set out below:
Real estate, including land
Other fixed assets
Information technology and other equipment

Up to 67 years
Up to 10 years
Up to 5 years

Any gains realized on sales of fixed assets are shown under the item “extraordinary gains” and any losses under the item “extraordinary losses”.

Intangible assets
Goodwill
If an equity investment is acquired at a price higher than the net value of the assets taken over, the difference
is recognised as goodwill.
Amortisation, calculated in accordance with the useful life of the asset (usually 5 years), is recognised in the income statement.
At the end of each period, the real value of goodwill is in any case subject to an impairment test. If it proves to
be overvalued, supplemental amortisation is recognised.

Employee pension funds
All employees at the Swiss parent company are members of two legally autonomous pension funds.
Foreign employees are subject to a professional pension required from local laws. In the absence of such laws,
voluntary pensions may be set up.
Premiums paid by the employer are recognised as staff expenses.
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Taxes
Current taxes are determined in accordance with legal provisions in force. They are booked in the income statement of the period in which taxable earnings are generated.
Tax provisions set aside at year-end are booked under the liability item “accrued liabilities and deferred income”.
The tax effect of the time difference between the tax amount and the financial statement value of the assets
and contingent liabilities is booked as deferred taxes on the liability side of the balance sheet under the item
“value adjustments and provisions”.
Deferred taxes are calculated separately for each accounting period and for each tax entity based on tax rates
in effect at the time the annual financial statements are drawn up. Deferred tax credits on time differences or
on losses carried forward are booked under the asset item “pre-paid expenses and accrued interest” only if it is
likely that they will be realized as a result of the future generation of sufficient taxable earnings.
Deferred tax credits and liabilities are offset only to the extent that they are attributable to the same tax
collection agency and only if this offsetting is permitted by law.

Contingent liabilities
These off-balance sheet transactions are booked at nominal value. Value adjustments and provisions are made
for all recognizable risks on a case-by-case basis as at the financial statement ending-date according to the
conservative principle.

Value adjustments and provisions
A single value adjustment and provision is made for all recognizable risks as at the financial statement endingdate according to the conservative principle.
Provisions no longer necessary for operating purposes and which are not used to constitute new provisions of
the same type are liquidated in favor of the income statement.
Individual provisions and value adjustments are used to directly decrease the value of the asset in question.
The tax provision includes only deferred taxes deriving from the difference between the financial statement
criteria adopted for drawing up the annual consolidated accounts and the individual financial statements.

Derivative financial instruments
All derivative financial instruments are shown at market value since they are strictly for trading purposes.
Positive and negative replacement values are booked under the balance sheet items “other assets” or “other liabilities” as appropriate.
Market value is determined by market prices on an efficient and sufficiently liquid regulated stock exchange, by
sell prices offered by a market-maker or by prices calculated with the aid of a pricing model.
Offsetting in the balance sheet between positive and negative replacement values with the same counterparty
is allowed only within the limits of legally valid offsetting agreements.
The realized or unrealized results from transactions with derivative instruments are shown under the item “results from trading operations”.

Changes to the accounting, valuation, and presentation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2010 are
the same as those applied in the previous year.

3. Information on the balance sheet
3.1 Breakdown of collateral loans and off-balance sheet transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Loans
Due from customers
Mortgages
– Residential real estate
– Trade and industrial property
Total loans
Previous year

Mortgage
collateral

Type of collateral
Other
Without
collateral
collateral

Total

3’171

60’813

6’077

70’061
88’343

68’555
19’788
91’514
79’484

60’813
52’761

6’077
10’983

158’404
143’228

14’214

14’214
17’934

376
2’870
50
3’296
3’250

14’590
2’870
50
17’510
21’184

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Gross
amount

Estimated
realisation
value

Net
amount

Specific
provisio –
ning

Non-performing loans
Year under review
Previous year

3’679
3’787

310
310

3’369
3’477

3’369
3’477

Year under
review

Previous
year

886
584
44
1’514

802
2’546
36
3’384

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on shares and other equities
Total off-balance sheet transactions
Previous year

3.2 Securities and precious metal trading portfolios, financial investments and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Interest bearing securities
Listed equities
Precious metals
Total securities and precious metal trading portfolios

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Book
Value
Year under
Previous
review
year

Market
Value
Year under
Previous
review
year

Financial investments
Interest bearing securities to keep until maturity
Listed equities
Real estate
Total financial investments
of which securities used in repurchase agreements, according to liquidity provisions

103’257
13’149
435
116’841
58’309

103’981
13’401
435
117’817

80’622
3’711
2’015
86’348

Year under
review

Previous
year

23
23

23
23

79’221
3’490
2’015
84’726
56’016

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Participations
Not listed
Total participations
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3.3 Information on significant participations

Name and address

Year under
review

Business activities

Fully consolidated companies
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau
BDS Corporate Services Ltd., Nassau
Imocentro SA, Lugano
Finrate SA, Lugano
Accademia SGR SpA, Milan
LMF & Partners SIM SpA, Milan

Bank and Trust
Financial
Real Estate
Financial
Asset Management
Asset Management

CHF
USD
CHF
CHF
EUR
EUR

Previous
year

Share capital

Interest in %

Interest in %

5’000’000
100’000
700’000
200’000
1’942’800
2’300’000

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
93.7
52.1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
93.7
52.1

Write-offs/
Depreciations

Change in
the scope of
consolidation

Book
value year
under
review

3.4 Fixed assets and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Non-consolidated Participations
Other participations
Total non-consolidated participation
Fixed assets
Bank buildings
Others fixed assets
Total fixed assets
Intangible assests
Goodwill
Total intangible assests

Historical
cost

Write-offs/
Accumulated
depreciation

Book
value
previous
year

73
73

50
50

23
23

49’533
24’379
73’912

17’451
21’109
38’560

32’082
3’270
35’352

1’792
1’792

672
672

1’120
1’120

Fire insurance value of real estate
Fire insurance value of other fixed assets

Commitments on outstanding leasing contracts

Additions

Disposals

23
23

104
828
932

–1’021
–1’233
–2’254

31’165
2’865
34’030

–240
–240

880
880

43’511
7’955

177

3.5 Other assets and other liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

Year under review
Other
Other

Previous year
Other
Other

assets

liabilities

assets

liabilities

14’480
229
1’251
15’960

13’039
2’372
1’661
17’072

3’311
251
734
4’296

3’186
3’052
2’130
8’368

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’339

6’174

16’637
22’976

10’283
16’457

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’789

1’989

3.6 Assets pledged or ceded to secure own liabilities and assets subject to ownership reservation

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

3.7 Liabilities to the pension fund of own staff

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Balances in sight and time accounts of the Group foundation

Banca del Sempione SA has two pension plans for its staff members in Switzerland.
For the mandatory part, LPP, the Bank has opted for affiliation with the legally independent, Basel-based, Collective Pension Foundation. In
addition, employees are affiliated with the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, managing only the optional (supplemental) part of the professional pension plan.
Both Funds reinsure risks with a life insurance company, fully for the mandatory part, and only for the risk of decease and disability for the
supplemental part. The pension age is the same as that established by the AVS. In case of early retirement, the affiliate receives the capital
accumulated at that time (supplemental part).
At the end of the accounting period, as in the previous year, the Bank did not record any obligations with the two pension funds since all the
risks are reinsured and there are no financial risks in the supplemental part.
So the Bank receives neither a monetary advantage nor does it have coverage obligations. All the Bank’s financial obligations to the
pension Funds are fulfilled with the payment of the contributions.
Neither of the two Funds contain reserve contributions from the employer. The Banca del Sempione Pension Fund’s last audited annual report
(31 December 2009) showed a coverage rate of 141%.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. employees benefit from voluntary pension coverage. In this case as well, the Bank’s commitment is
limited to the payment of contributions.
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3.8 Valuation adjustements and provision

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Provisions for deferred taxes

Previous
year

Specific
usage

change in the
scope of
consolidation

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

1’785

New
allocation
charged
to income
statement

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year
under
review

100

–13

1’872

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve
for loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Subtotal

3’611
12’913
16’524

–10
–655
–665

–105
–1’903
–2’008

382
382

–21
–68
–89

3’475
10’669
14’144

Total valuation adjustments and provisions

18’309

–665

–2’008

482

–102

16’016

less:
valuation adjustments directly netted with assets

–3’477

Total valuation adjustments
and provisions as per balance sheet
Reserves for general banking risks

14’832
15’510

–3’369

400

12’647
15’910

3.9 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholders’equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Reserves for general banking risks
Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend
+ Allocation to the reserves for general banking risks
+ Variation in minority shareholdings in the equity capital
+ Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the end of year under review (before profit distribution)
Of which:
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Reserves for general banking risks
Net income

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
66’492
1’976
15’510
10’706
114’684
–6’000
400
–277
–646
8’815
116’976
20’000
70’552
1’699
15’910
8’815

3.10 Maturity structure of current assets and borrowed funds
Maturity

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

At sight

Current assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages

66’397
80’482
434

Securities and precious metal
trading portfolios
Financial investments
Total current assets
Previous year
Borrowed funds
Due to banks

1’514
13’149
161’976
129’393

Within
3 months

After
5 years

57’679
28’619

149’342
6’298
302

4’352
20’735

1’298
36’887

1’800

86’298
85’412

16’033
171’975
233’001

28’492
53’579
29’432

51’302
89’487
85’577

7’430
9’230
3’971

Real estate
to be sold

413’127
424’398
419’398

Total

66’397
229’824
70’061
88’343

435
435
2’015

11’271

Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers,
other
Total borrowed funds
Previous year

Within
3–12 months

Within
12 months–
5 years

Redeemable
by notice

1’514
116’841
572’981
568’801

11’271
52’848

52’848

700
53’548
48’017

413’827
477’946
470’439

2’875

149

3.11 Related party transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

15’626
7’257
5’940

20’526
9’701
6’650

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with affiliated entities were executed during the financial year. The conditions applied for banking services are
equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available to all
employees.
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3.12 Assets and liabilities by domestic and foreign origin
Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

66’393
52’425
23’076
88’343
124
7’470
20
33’585

4
177’399
46’985

47’991
44’859
26’381
74’122
39
9’393
20
34’784

1
244’612
42’725

3’893
13’796
289’125

1’390
109’371
3
445
880
1’570
2’164
340’211

1’847
3’459
242’895

3’345
75’333
3
568
1’120
1’124
837
369’668

884

10’387

1’400

12’177

49’341
172’156
3’786
14’802
12’472
15’910
20’000
66’470

3’507
241’671
909
2’270
175

42’539
135’562
3’438
7’324
14’660
15’510
20’000
63’093

3’978
274’783
802
1’044
172

5’685
361’506

4’082
1’699
3’130
–278
267’830

7’538
311’064

3’399
1’976
3’168
95
301’499

3.13 Assets by countries/country group

Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Switzerland
Other OECD countries
Other countries
Total assets with foreign countries
Total assets

Previous year

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Amount CHF

Percentage %

289’125
320’804
19’407
340’211
629’336

46
51
3
54
100

242’895
353’135
16’533
369’668
612’563

40
57
3
60
100

3.14 Balance sheet by currencies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial Investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Forward transactions and currency options
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities
Forward transactions and currency options
Total liabilities
Net positions per currency

Currency
CHF

USD

EUR

Other

Total

63’883
36’212
20’793
88’343
84
49’547
23
33’786
880
1’663
14’312
309’526
209’101
518’627

85
62’539
6’832

2’366
103’778
39’188

63
27’295
3’248

238
4’592

1’131
62’702

61

332
120
74’738
320’769
395’507

2’653
1’182
213’244
623’456
836’700

815
346
31’828
504’721
536’549

66’397
229’824
70’061
88’343
1’514
116’841
23
34’030
880
5’463
15’960
629’336
1’658’047
2’287’383

707

4’508

5’525

531

11’271

75’796
98
129

185’285
532
1’447
10’244

52’848
133’893
3’362
15’063
2’403
15’910
20’000
70’552

244

9’722

37

324’460
201’879
526’339
–7’712

80’568
315’901
396’469
–962

1’699
–944
–278
203’788
625’457
829’245
7’455
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4. Information on off –balance sheet transactions
4.1 Contingent liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Contingent liabilities
Guarantees and similar instruments issued
Irrevocable commitments arising from documentary credits
Total contingent liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

13’970
620
14’590

17’697
693
18’390

Negative
replacement
value

Contract
volumes

4.2 Outstanding derivative instruments

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)
Total
Previous year

Positive
replacement
value

12’751
1’729
14’480
3’311

11’295 1’340’476
1’744
317’350
13’039 1’657’826
3’186
427’900

4.3 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary transactions
Fiduciary deposits with third banks
Fiduciary loans
Total fiduciary transactions

Year under
review

Previous
year

26’340
33’814
60’154

64’729
38’084
102’813

Year under
review

Previous
year

4.4 Assets under control

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of Assets under control
Assets in funds managed by the Group
Assets under management
Other Assets under control
Total Assets under control (including assets consolidated two times)
Of which double counting
Net new money

835’560
712’804
900’493
842’982
1’428’182 1’654’454
3’164’235 3’210’240
415’383
312’529
126’215
214’583

The managed assets include all the equity for which the Bank receives commission and/or fees in addition to the safe custody and account
charges. The Bank does not hold assets which could be considered as "custody only".
The net inflow includes all the incoming and outgoing liquidity and securities transfers during the year, according to the valuation on the day
of the transfer and excluding interest, charges and commission.

5. Information on the income statement
5.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’723
40
14
4’777

4’221
55
216
4’492

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’134
14’346
1’641
1’387
728
19’236

965
13’465
1’455
1’348
505
17’738

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’629
1’785
5’204
8’618

1’179
1’555
4’485
7’219

5.2 Personnel expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Bank organs
Salaries and wages
AVS, AI, IPG and other contributions required by law
Pension foundation contributions
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

5.3 Other operating expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Premises expenses
Information technology, machinery, fixtures and fittings, vehicles and other equipment
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

5.4 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income has been generated by dissolution of provisions economically not necessary.
Under the extraordinary costs a provision of CHF 400’000 has been registered in favour of the reserves for general banking risks.

5.5 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 and 665a CO)

No company included within the scope of consolidation has carried out revaluations.
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5.6 Revenues and expenses from ordinary banking operations broken down according to the domicile of operations
(Switzerland or abroad)
Year under rewiew
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)
Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Total income
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

Previous year

Switzerland

Abroad

Switzerland

Abroad

3’541
61
2’202
–408
5’396

356

516

113
–32
437

4’727
37
1’769
–476
6’057

67
–149
434

116
21’733
2’246
–2’271
21’824

16
8’225
381
–280
8’342

124
22’834
2’242
–2’301
22’899

25
5’542
1’580
–204
6’943

4’426

351

4’290

202

203
3
714
4
–262
662

–10

9

40
–73
–43

44
4
628
1
–22
655

27
–40
–4

32’308

9’087

33’901

7’575

–16’286
–6’306
–22’592

–2’950
–2’312
–5’262

–15’775
–5’572
–21’347

–1’963
–1’647
–3’610

9’716

3’825

12’554

3’965

Year under
review

Previous
year

100
–13
1’825
1’912

140
–12
2’215
2’343

5.7 Taxes

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

New provisions for deferred taxes
Release of provisions for deferred taxes
Taxes on current income
Total taxes

6. Eligible capital and required capital

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
Year

Eligible capital

107’287

102’736

22’511
7’794
2’525
5’934
–636
38’128

19’299
8’656
2’514
5’678
–772
35’375

Credit risk
Risk without counterparty
Market risk
Operational risk
Write-downs and provisions
Required capital

The data reported in the table is based in the Basel II provisions on capital. At 31 December 2010, CHF 38.1 millions in eligible capital
is in place covering a legal need valued at CHF 107.3 millions. The ratio of eligible capital to necessary capital is 281% (previous year: 290%),
reflecting Banca del Sempione Group’s solid capital structure.
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RESULTS FROM THE ENERGY AND SKILLS OF A TEAM

A bank is like a team: they win together or
they lose together. Performance depends
on ability, commitment, and intelligence:
success is not generated by the sum of
individual abilities, but by something more
that is magically created in the fusion of the
team’s individuals. Harmonisation of energies makes the team, and the energies
themselves link the individuals in a sort of
magic in which the unconscious holds them
together. Entrepreneurship is the additional element that plays a practical role,
putting intuition, readiness, inventiveness,
and creativity to work. This is how victories
are won.

Performance and
entrepreneurship

The desire to compete was evident among the
competitors on 22 August 2010, when more than
50 Alfa Romeos at the Engadina event faced the
hairpin turns at the Albula pass on their way to
Davos, accelerating, braking hard, and passing
each other. These old cars held up well. But they
did not appear so ferocious when, a few hours before, they were basking in the summer sun in front
of Hotel Suvretta, with their drivers going through
the checks.
It was hot, the tourists were taking pictures of the
cars, the mountains, and the daring Bernina train,
61 kilometres from St. Moritz to Tirano in a
slalom pattern through the Alps and the peaks
of Canton Grigioni. A work of bold engineering,
inaugurated on 5 July 1910: technology too is
competition. Banca del Sempione started doing
business in 1960 when the USA-USSR space race
was at its peak. Soviet major Yuri Gagarin was the
first astronaut to break through the Earth’s atmosphere in his Vostok 1 spaceship. At the same
time Banca del Sempione started serving Canton
Ticino with financing, issuing loans to construction companies, trading companies, and other
businesses. The competition was fierce, but Banca
del Sempione, out of its first head offices in Piazza Manzoni in Lugano, was taking off. In 1961
it generated CHF 12,000 in net income in only
nine months of operations. It wasn’t much, but
enough to forge ahead with optimism, based on
an unexpected performance, driven by a motivated, solid, and pro-active frontline team.
Meanwhile Alfa Romeo too did not imagine that

its automobiles would have dominated in every
corner of the world. Nuvolari won Mille Miglia in
1930, the first to break through an average of 100
miles an hour. Then the Vanderbilt Cup in New
York. Formula 1 developed in the 1950s, and Alfa
Romeo, with Nino Farina and Juan Manuel Fangio, won the first two world prizes. At the same
time it started producing the Alfa 1900, an elegant
sedan made in 100 hours on an assembly line,
much faster than the 240 hours needed using
manual processes. Today this average has been
reduced to only 10 hours. That’s performance!
But Switzerland also ran and won with an entrepreneurial but pleasant driver with a big heart,
Clay Regazzoni. His triumph in a Ferrari in the
Italian Grand Prix in Monza in 1970 brought Italian Switzerland to TV, broadcasting all the big victories to a record audience. It all began on the sly
when RTSI opened a TV studio in a former tram
storage house in Lugano Paradiso. The mobile
studio was installed in an old route bus: cameras,
cables, screens, and audio were assembled and
disassembled according to need.

Previous page:
Nicola Romeo, victory in Monza in a P2, 1924
From above in sequence:
Clay Regazzoni, Monza Grand Prix 1970
Austronaut Yuri Gagarin
Side page in sequence:
TSI television vans, 1950s-1960s
Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Engadina, 22 August 2010

Stimulated by competition, banks too burned
rubber. In early 2000 Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. in Nassau started business, now an
affirmed asset management company that also
offers financial planning services. In April 2001
the Bank formed a Luxembourg SICAV to manage investment funds, which in 2009 won the Lipper Fund Award for the best euro bond fund in
Switzerland. By 2005 the group had expanded
into Italy, acquiring Accademia SGR SpA, specialised in real estate funds. Based in Milan, this
company combines its international real estate
experience with Banca del Sempione’s asset management experience. Four years later, Banca del
Sempione acquired a controlling stake in LMF &
Partners SIM SpA, focusing on asset management, investment advisory, and general securities
brokerage. Development by stages, studded with
success.

2. Other activities of the Group
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Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

ACCADEMIA SGR SpA

The company
Accademia SGR is an asset-management company specialised in real estate funds, based in Milan. It combines the International experience
accumulated in real estate and the asset management by Banca del Sempione Group. The Accademia SGR mission is to give investors maximum
transparency in the management of their funds. As a result, investors have the opportunity to participate in highly attractive real estate
initiatives. The financial instruments are directly managed by the company, with the advice of real estate industry experts, and the comfort of
the guarantees afforded by the control structure, under Italian law.
Investment Philosophy
Accademia SGR is an asset management company specialising in reserved closed-end real estate funds, offering its clients the opportunity to
invest in an ideal instrument for transforming savings into a real and safe investment, far from securities market fluctuations because of
value growth over time and sizable returns. Since these funds are reserved for “qualified investors” and are subscribed by a limited number of
investors, Accademia SGR may allow the investor a high degree of transparency, including the right to speak and of veto in some decisions
regarding management of the fund. Besides, these funds reserved for “qualified investors” are allowed to maintain a higher investment
concentration, a feature that makes them similar to a personal inheritance and not an anonymous mutual investment fund.
Types of investors
Accademia SGR addresses a restricted number of “Qualified Investors”, with experience in real estate investments and willing to delegate
management of their assets to participate in real estate transactions in association with other parties having the same qualifications. Qualified
Investor is defined in Italian Decree N. 228 of 24 May 1999. “Qualified Investors” include institutional investors and both legal entities and
natural persons, having specific skills and experience in the fund’s investment sector.
Types of funds
Our SGR mainly deals in the following types of funds:
Real estate:
investment may be in real estate assets, real estate rights, and/or equity investments in real estate companies, i.e. in companies that appraise,
buy, sell, and manage real estate, including related businesses, or construction (in such case the equity investment is equal to 10% of the
fund’s asset value).
Closed-end:
the fund regulations set the timetable and procedures for investing in shares and their duration; the investor has the option of early redemption of the shares only through a specific resolution by the SGR’s board of directors;
Reserved:
investment is restricted to certain “qualified investors”, defined in the fund’s regulations in the framework of Italian law. This type of fund
allows for the initial identification of the investors and exemptions from investment diversification standards prescribed by the Bank of Italy
for most mutual funds.
Capitalisation Method:
Interested investors may underwrite shares in the real estate fund through:
call:
investors are committed to the SGR, for a certain period and a pre-set amount, to underwrite capital depending on the fund’s needs upon the
SGR’s demands;
contribution:
subject to agreement with the SGR, investors have the faculty of underwriting shares in the fund, transferring not money but “assets” in
accordance with the investment criteria prescribed in the regulations (real estate, real estate rights, and equity investments in real estate
companies).

Contribution Procedure
Each fund managed by Accademia SGR is subject to its own Regulations, which have to be previously approved by Bank of Italy. The approval
time for regulations texts varies depending on innovations introduced therein in comparison to already circulating regulations. In some cases,
authorisation is a mere formality, in others the procedure calls for a period of 90 days and the Bank of Italy can extend that period if it deems
it necessary to gather more information on the contents of the regulations. The contributed assets are transferred at a value appraised by
independent experts. The transferring party is liable for any tax charges deriving from the difference between the transfer value and the
balance-sheet or acquisition value. Such charges cannot be debited to the fund. The investor receives shares in the fund whose recognised tax
value is the transfer value. To avoid issuing fragmented shares but rather shares with an entire unit value, the transferring party may be asked
for an adjustment in cash.
Prudential Regulations
As a rule, real estate funds may take on loans up to:
- 60% of the value of the real estate, real property rights, and equity investments in real estate companies;
- 20% of the other assets.
In detail, Bank of Italy provision of 20 September 1999 recites that for funds reserved for “Qualified Investors”: “The regulations may contain
prudential clauses other than those generally established by this provision” and, again: “The following provisions may be derogated from, in
full or in part, provided that the regulations must clearly state the particular nature of the fund and define in detail the investment policy
pursued and any limits or prohibitions posed on investment (see chapter II, section 1, of Bank of Italy provision 20 September 1999).
Fond Duration
Unless investments are liquidated during the course of the fund’s duration (and cash payment to investors for their shares in the fund), the
duration of the fund may be a maximum of 30 years.
In 2010, Accademia SGR SpA consolidated management of four funds active in late 2009 and it started management of a fifth new real estate
fund previously managed by another SGR. In early 2011, a sixth fund was added, so currently Accademia SGR SpA. manages six real estate funds
for a total of around €330 millions in assets under management.
To offer quality and customised services to its clients, Accademia SGR SpA. has over the years developed a solid structure consisting of real
estate industry and real estate investment professionals. In 2010 the company further strengthened its organisation, adapting it to its growing
operating needs, the company relocated its head office in Milan to new offices more suitable for hosting and expanding staff.

ACCADEMIA
SGR

Accademia SGR SpA
Piazza Borromeo 14
20123 Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 36 567 003
Fax +39 02 36 567 183
www.accademiasgr.it

Board of Directors
Sandro Medici chairman
Michele Bonaduce vice chairman
Alberto Bollea managing director (16.06.2010)

Uberto Selvatico Estense director
Stefano Rogna director

Auditor Deloitte & Touche SpA, Milan
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BASE Investments SICAV

In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Banca del Sempione SA is the sponsor of BASE Investments SICAV, an open-end investment company
established on 29 May 2001 and registered in the official list of Undertakings for Collective Investment pursuant to the Law of 20 December
2002, Section I.
The company is organised according to the multi sub-funds, multi-manager principle. The sub-funds have varying, specific investment
objectives and different types of risk. Each sub-fund is represented by distinct shares, offering investors that advantage of being able to
choose among different investment categories.
BASE Investments SICAV aims to preserve capital, increase assets, and provide investors with a diversified investment portfolio. The ideal minimum investment period is 2-3 years, depending on the features of the individual sub-funds.
BASE Investments SICAV uses the most modern fund management techniques, attaching marked importance to asset picking and the careful
selection of outside managers with proven efficiency and professionalism. This approach offers not only different investment methods, it
also reduces overall investment risk. Banca del Sempione Group takes care of the research and the selection of managers for each sub-fund
with a view to achieving the best results for investors.
Starting from the principle that the SICAV’s various sub-funds are invested in securities, where cash is used as a support, the company carefully picks the markets it wants to operate in, focusing mainly on three asset classes (equity, bond, and monetary), following the specific
approaches of the sub-funds, listed below:
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities USA
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in the
United States or those that generate the bulk of their turnover in the United States.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Switzerland
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SLI Index, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Switzerland or those
that generate the bulk of their turnover in Switzerland.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Europe
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the EUROSTOXX 50 Index, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in
Continental Europe and the United Kingdom (including all EU and Scandinavian countries, as well as Switzerland) or those that generate the
bulk of their turnover in Continental Europe and the United Kingdom.
BASE Investments SICAV – Equities Asia
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to seek capital preservation and appreciation over time, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled
in Asia or those that generate the bulk of their turnover in Asia.
BASE Investments SICAV - Bonds EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SSB EUROBIG (80%) and JPM CASH EURO 03 MONTHS (20%), with a
time horizon of three years, investing mainly in euro–denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least A-according to the
Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV – Bonds USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SSB EuroDollar Index, with a time horizon of three years, investing mainly in
USD–denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an
equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV – Bonds CHF
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SBI FOREIGN RATING AAA TOTAL RETURN (80%) and
JPMORGAN CASH INDEX CHF 3 MONTHS (20%), with a time horizon of three years, having a rating of at least A- according to the Standard &
Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).

BASE Investments SICAV – Bonds Multicurrency
The objective is to outperform the 3-month Euribor Index +1% with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in fixed-income securities denominated in EUR having a rating of at least BBB assigned by S&P’s (or equivalent). The remaining portion of the sub-fund’s total
assets may consist of cash with diversification among currencies made through term deposits or investment in derivatives, such as forward
contracts and repurchase agreements, currency swaps and currency options.
BASE Investments SICAV – Flexible Low Risk Exposure
The objective is to outperform an index consisting of JP Morgan Global Govt. Bond EMU LC. (60%), Italy Govt. Bonds Capitalization BOT
Gross (30%) and FTSE EUROTOP 100 Index (10%), with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in all types of fixed-income securities
having a rating of at least BBB assigned by S&P’s (or equivalent).
The sub-fund may also invest up to 20% of its total assets in non-investment grade bonds, shares, other equity market securities, units
or shares issued by Undertakings for Collective Investment investing in shares or non-investment grade bonds.
BASE Investments SICAV – Short Term CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH CHF 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in fixed- or floating-rate securities, such
that the average time to maturity of the securities included in the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV – Short Term EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in fixed- or floating-rate
securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV – Short Term USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH USD 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in fixed- or floating-rate securities,
such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
The SICAV significantly increased its assets in 2010 mainly due to the following factors:
- Good performances by several sub-funds attracted new private and institutional investment.
- In 2010 the company successfully introduced two new sub-funds: Flexible Low Risk Exposure, which combines a small allocation of equity
investment with a larger portion of bond and currency investment, and Bonds Multicurrency, bond investment plus exposure to currencies
other than the euro. In particular, the operating method adopted for the Bonds Multicurrency sub-fund, based on an opportunistic
approach and high investment diversification, allowed for an increase in return with contained volatility.
The innovative strategy characterising said sub-funds with an absolute return objective and careful risk management, was much appreciated
by clients, which, as mentioned earlier, invested heavily in the two new funds, leading the SICAV to introduce late in the year both EUR and
CHF denominated classes. On the other hand, with a view to streamlining when appropriate, the company liquidated the Equities Italy and
Bonds EUR II sub-funds.

BASE Investments SICAV
20, Boulevard Emmanuel Servais
L - 2535 Luxembourg

Board of Directors
Massimo Paolo Gentili chairman
Beat Viktor Meier director

Pietro Scibona director (21.06.2010)
Stefano Rogna director

Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers, Luxembourg
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LMF & Partners SIM SpA

LMF & Partners SIM SpA, based in Milan, became part of the Banca del Sempione Group in 2009.
The company is active in asset management, investment advisory, and securities brokerage in general. It is geared towards clients who
demand proven asset management skill based on the principles of reliability and common sense, typical of all Banca del Sempione Group
companies.
In 2010, Banca del Sempione SA consolidated its presence by increasing synergies, especially in asset management.
LMF also became a counterparty in the distribution of BASE Investments Luxembourg SICAV sub-funds in Italy, sub-funds obviously
approved for sale by Italian authorities.
Mission
LMF & Partners SIM SpA provides management of assets entrusted to it customised to each clients’ changing needs and preferences,
together with their expectations and appropriate margin of risk agreed to beforehand.
Features
Customisation
Customisation means continuously interacting with the client, through direct contact, pursuing the development of investment decisions so
that that they are consistent with expectations.
Professionalism
LMF & Partners SIM SpA provides its clients with products and services managed by industry professionals who constantly seek opportunities
on international markets and highly diversified investments. Without prejudice to these general principles, in light of financial market
difficulties, the company attaches significant importance to currency trading which also is a distinct business in the Italian financial
industry.
Research
Management, advisory and order taking are appropriately aided by sources of recognised skill at the national and international level and by
coordinated in-house analysis that independently evaluates management decisions, favouring dynamic, innovative, and transparent trading.
Safety
Through a series of agreements with top banks, LMF & Partners SIM SpA guarantees its clients clear separation between client assets
deposited in trading accounts and assets under management by the SIM by virtue of mandates received.
Asset management, asset administration, and financial advisory are the services that LMF & Partners SIM SpA offers to those who seek an
independent, professional and flexible company for their savings.

LMF & Partners SIM Società
di Intermediazione Mobiliare SpA
Legal, operating, and administrative offices
Via M. Gonzaga, 2
20123 Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 303 03 51
Fax +39 02 303 035 122/124
Lecco Branch
Piazza Lega Lombarda, 3 | 4th floor, staircase A
I - 23900 Lecco
Tel. +39 0341 36 97 06
Fax. +39 0341 37 06 30

Board of Directors
Benedetto Lorito chairman
Günter Jehring vice chairman
Pietro Scibona managing director (07.02.2011)
Andrea Bonetti director
Auditor Deloitte & Touche SpA, Milan

Giampio Bracchi director
Angelo Carbone director
Stefano Rogna director

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

Banca del Sempione’s mission to serve its clients and explore new opportunities and trading possibilities for them was furthered in early
2000 with the opening of Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., domiciled in Nassau, Bahamas and wholly-owned by the Swiss parent.
This Caribbean archipelago of islands and especially Nassau its capital, are today considered one of the world’s major financial centers with
around 400 banks. Through constantly updating its infrastructure and with highly restrictive anti-money laundering regulations, The
Bahamas has over time earned the reputation of being the Switzerland of the Caribbean. Evidence of the effort made is that fact that the
country and its banking industry in particular are no longer on the OECD grey list.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., has been able to participate in this context and today it is an independent operation within the Group,
with a deep commitment to asset management and the offering of financial and estate planning services. Over the years, the Nassau branch
has acquired the skills that have enabled it to play the precious role of advisor in the selection of outside managers for the group’s SICAV,
BASE Investments, for years present in Luxembourg.
Thanks to the recruitment of additional staff with specialist skills and training, the bank is better equipped with the tools needed to protect
its customers in an extremely complex environment while ensuring that the products it manages remain of the utmost quality.
Considerable attention has continued to be paid to significantly developing emerging areas within business activities

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
George House, George Street
Nassau, The Bahamas
Tel. +1 242 322 80 15
Fax +1 242 356 20 30
bsoverseas@sempione-overseas.com

Board of Directors
Günter Jehring chairman
Giordano Bellotti vice chairman (24.11.2010)
Beat Viktor Meier managing director
Arthur Seligman independent director
Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers, Nassau
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SOLID VALUES TO ANCHOR ONESELF TO

The world we live in changes over time. We
often fear change because we have to undergo it, and we feel lost even before positive
change. Security means a guarantee against
danger of any kind. Socially we can say that
everyone hopes to enjoy certainty beyond
doubt. Henry Kissinger maintained that
“security without value is like a ship without a rudder. But value without security is
like a rudder without a ship”. In other words,
the concept is mental balance that can guide
us, help us to best express ourselves and act
without hidden fears.

Safety and
security

The crowd was charmed when on 21 August 2010,
the Alfa driven by Juan Manuel Fangio, world
champion in 1951, was exhibited on the hot and
sunny Via Maistra in St. Moritz. This car had dominated all the world’s race tracks, but it had never
been as high as 1,850 metres like that day in Engadina. People took pictures of themselves beside
it. When will that ever happen again? There was
glory for all the cars, the participants, and for Banca del Sempione which conceived of this original
idea.
The Giulietta versions SS, Spider and Sprint were
especially popular. The people recognised those
automobiles from 1960, a magical year that had
marked a clear new departure from the dark
years of the Second World War. The children of
those who had lived through it were now the
emerging generation and they rightly demanded
a peaceful future. The Cold War between the
United States and the Soviet Union had its tense
moments, but it represented a balance that appeared more stable than unstable because ultimately the two superpowers dialogued, though
with mistrust that nevertheless very much appeared a façade.
In 1964 Banca del Sempione left Piazza Manzoni
and moved into new head offices in the centre of
Lugano, Via Peri 5. It was a sign of growth and
reflected confidence among its national and international clients and investors. Banca del Sempione performed well, it acquired prestige. Then,
within only six years, even this space was no longer
enough and the bank acquired another wing of the
building whose restructuring was not completed
until 1987, giving rise to a modern building, in the
image of Banca del Sempione’s expansion.

In 1970 it opened its first branch office in Chiasso,
a small border city that, then like now, is the business capital of the Mendrisio district. Not by
chance, Chiasso was also the starting place for the
Ticino Event, an honour it certainly deserved. This
branch was the starting point for the Bank’s deep
presence in Ticino and it has remained a focal point
of its policy. In less than one year, two other branches were opened in the region, one in Bellinzona,
the other in Locarno. The Bank expanded and
achieved a comforting sense of security.
The Apollo space mission also reflected security
and maximum effort, bringing men to the moon
on 21 July 1969, just when work on the Banca del
Sempione Chiasso branch was being completed.
Neil Armstrong climbed down from the shuttle
and timidly stepped out onto the moon, leaving
his footprints. The world was transfixed before
the images on live television as if watching a science fiction movie. Less than a month later, the
US Mariner 7 sent the first photos of Mars. Man
had broken a barrier through his thirst for knowledge, exploration, and setting new limits.

Previous page:
First Volvo safety belt
From above in sequence:
Neil Armstrong on the moon
Swiss Army officials, Ernesto Steinemann, Bellinzona, 1929
Side page in sequence:
Banca del Sempione SA head office, Via Peri 5, Lugano
159 Grand Prix “Alfetta”, 22 August 2010, Piazza Maistra, St. Moritz

At the same time, Alfa Romeo was designing a
new exclusive sedan. Its name was Alfetta, like the
world championship Formula 1 car of the early
1950s. It was equipped with extraordinary safety
standards and revolutionary technology that gave
it incredible handling. The gear shift was moved
to the rear axle, and the back brakes were placed
inside, next to the differential gear. The performance was noticeable. The Alfetta could also be
equipped with safety belts, which Australia had
made mandatory in 1971, the first country in the
world to do so. They soon became mandatory also in Europe. Some people who wore them felt
more protected in case of a collision. But others
protested, arguing that they were an obstacle that
impeded exit from the vehicle in case of emergency. Today, statistics in hand, there is no longer
any dispute.
Security, in life, means have certain points of reference on which to base one’s confidence. In 1983,
Banca del Sempione reported its annual statements: CHF 1 billion in assets under management.
This was a major milestone, certifying its success.
But its ascent did not stop there. The figure increased to CHF 3 billion in 2007: Banca del Sempione has established itself among its clients as a
trusted long-term partner.
For Switzerland, security also means defence.
Since 1874, the Swiss Confederation has had an
army whose task is to safeguard and defend the
land, to intervene as a supplemental force in the
prevention and management of real dangers, and
to contribute to the promotion of peace on international mandate from the UN and OECD. Its
deployment of forces in Kosovo in 1999 was impressive.
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2010

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Participations
Fixed assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

66’393
206’616
63’903
101’943
1’514
110’303
18’738
13’199
4’213
15’048
601’870

47’991
250’475
66’843
87’322
3’384
81’328
19’138
13’902
2’165
3’573
576’121

18’402
–43’859
–2’940
14’621
–1’870
28’975
–400
–703
2’048
11’475
25’749

20’095

18’603

1’492

35’063
52’848
373’343
4’167
15’968
28’350
20’000
33’000
29’000
2’654
7’477
601’870

37’397
46’517
360’280
3’707
7’441
30’125
20’000
32’500
26’500
2’502
9’152
576’121

–2’334
6’331
13’063
460
8’527
–1’775
500
2’500
152
–1’675
25’749

38’881

32’543

6’338

14’590
2’870
50

18’390
2’744
50

–3’800
126

1’655’916
13’979
12’602
58’628

425’039
3’178
3’051
99’636

1’230’877
10’801
9’551
–41’008

Total due from Group entities
and significant shareholders
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net income
Total liabilities
Total due to Group entities
and significant shareholders
Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for capital payment in share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contracts volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

INCOME STATEMENT 2010

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

3’881
61
2’199
–418
5’723

5’057
37
1’769
–408
6’455

–1’176
24
430
–10
–732

116
21’731
2’801
–2’271
22’377

124
22’888
2’797
–2’316
23’493

–8
–1’157
4
45
–1’116

Result from trading operations

4’426

4’290

136

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Participation income
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)

203
1’848
146
4
–262
1’939

44
1’849
86
1
–22
1’958

159
–1
60
3
–240
–19

34’465

36’196

–1’731

–16’286
–7’076
–23’362

–15’775
–6’408
–22’183

-511
–668
–1’179

11’103

14’013

–2’910

Gross Profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result

11’103
–1’500
–77
9’526

14’013
–1’512
–562
11’939

–2’910
12
485
–2’413

Extraordinary income
Extraordinary costs
Taxes
Net income

131
–500
–1’680
7’477

63
–700
–2’150
9’152

68
200
470
–1’675

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)
Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment transactions
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)

Net revenues

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

NET INCOME
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Appropriation of retained earnings
Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

7’477
2’654

9’152
2’502

–1’675
152

10’131

11’654

–1’523

Allocation to general legal reserve
Allocation to other reserves
Dividend

500
2’000
5’500

500
2’500
6’000

–500
–500

To be brought forward

2’131

2’654

–523

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Net income
Retained earnings
Total
Proposal for appropriation on retained earnings

NOTES TO THE 2009 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
Banca del Sempione’s business areas and risk management are not distinguished from those of the Group.
As at 31 December 2010, Banca del Sempione SA had 109 employees on its books, equating to 106.2 full-time
positions (previous year: 108 employees, equating respectively to 105.4 positions).

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted in drawing up the Parent company financial
statements are in compliance with the provisions of the Code of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the rulings
issued by FINMA.
These principles coincide for the most part with those applied in drawing up the consolidated financial
statements, except for the different valuation criteria for the items illustrated:

Participations
Equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition price less depreciation and amortization as
appropriate.

Fixed assets
Fixed assets are shown at acquisition costs less depreciation and amortization as appropriate. Depreciation and
amortization are applied at constant rates based on a conservative estimate of the assets’presumed useful
life. Accelerated depreciation and amortization may be charged within the limits allowed by law.

Valuation adjustments and provisions
Case-by-case value adjustments and provisions are made according to the conservative principle for all
perceivable risks as at the closing date of the financial statements. Contingent risks are covered with lump-sum
value adjustments and provisions determined by a calculation method that is systematic and constant over time.
Valuation adjustments and provisions may also contain contingent reserves.

Changes in comparison to the previous financial year
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2010 are
the same as those applied in the previous year.
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2. Information on the balance sheet
2.1 Other assets and other liabilities
Year under review
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

13’979
229
840
15’048

12’602
2’372
994
15’968

Previous year
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

3’178
251
144
3’573

3’051
3’052
1’338
7’441

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’339

6’174

16’637
22’976

10’283
16’457

2.2 Pledged or assigned assets and securities lending and repurchase transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

2.3 Valuation adjustments and provisions

Change
in definition
of purpose

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocations
charged
to income
statement

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year under
review

–105
–1’874
–1’979

850
850

–21
–68
–89

3’475
28’244
31’719

Previous
year

Specific
usage

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve
for loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Total valuation adjustments and provisions

3’611
29’991
33’602

–10
–655
–665

less: valuation adjustments directly netted
with assets

–3’477

–3’369

Total valuation adjustments and provisions
as per balance sheet

30’125

28’350

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

2.4 Share capital and major shareholders with more than 5% of voting rights

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Capital structure
Share capital
Total share capital issued and fully paid

Major shareholders at 31 December
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Donelli Group)
Molu Holding SA, Lugano (Gattei Group)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Filofibra Group)

Year under review
Total
nominal
Number
value
of shares

Previous year
Dividend
right
capital

Total
nominal
value

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

10’400
7’000
2’600

52.00
35.00
13.00

10’400
7’000
2’600

52.00
35.00
13.00

There is neither conditional capital nor shareholders without rights to vote.

2.5 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholder’s equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend provisions to reserve
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at end of year under review (before profit distribution)

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
32’500
26’500
11’654
90’654
–6’000
7’477
92’131

Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings

20’000
33’000
29’000
10’131
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2.6 Related parties transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

15’590
1’083
5’930

19’610
2’285
6’641

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with shareholders and Group companies were executed during the financial year.
The conditions applied for banking services are equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s
governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available to all employees.

3. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
3.1 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary placements with third party banks
Fiduciary credits
Total fiduciary transactions

Year under
review

Previous
year

24’814
33’814
58’628

61’655
37’981
99’636

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’372
40
14
4’426

4’019
55
216
4’290

4. Information on the income statement
4.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

4.2 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income has been generated by partially dissolution of hidden reserves regarding fixed assests (CHF 63’000) and dissolution
of provisions economically not necessary (CHF 68’000).
The costs concern the creations of provisions economically not necessary.

4.3 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 e 665a CO)

No revaluations of fixed assets were carried out.
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OUR VALUES IN RELATIONSHIPS

Pierre Cardin once said, “Style is not one
thing, but a set of expressions, behaviours,
and bearings that so many cannot recognize or even point to”. Style can also have
a more extended meaning, not limited to
the individual. In the case of a bank, for example, it is a footprint, a touch of elegance
in action that is never separate from the
character of the one directing the moves.
Even in the pursuit of a humble task, style
is a decisive factor, as the insightful writer
Heinrich Böll emphasised. In short, style
is the right way of doing things, but with a
clearly observed connotation, almost always
combined with another factor that makes a
difference: quality.

Style and quality

People began to talk about style, class, and worldliness in the 1960s, when Banca del Sempione
took its first steps and when Federico Fellini in La
Dolce Vita portrayed a comfortable and carefree
lifestyle. It was a world that needed to dream.
Livio Berruti, winner of the 200-metre dash at the
1960 Rome Olympics, was said to have flirted with
Wilma Rudolph, the Afro-American gazelle who
triumphed in the 100 and 200 metres. He probably didn’t actually, but it is nice to think that he
did. The United States elected John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, a young, captivating president, whose
wife broke with the etiquette of rigid diplomacy
to become a personality that glamour and worldly
magazines focused on. Her name was Jacqueline
Bouvier, called Jackie, who only wore clothing
from great Parisian and Italian designers. Extremely charming and sought by photographers,
Jackie offered herself, becoming a star of her
time, sophisticated, with an untouchable air, symbol of a great country that was changing.
Banca del Sempione’s first brand lasted from
1960 to 1988, when it developed a new one to emphasise its creativity, talent, culture, and style.
These features are winners in every field of life,
including banking. The strategy at the time stated
that the time had come to emphasise “friendly, almost family-like, client relationships”, using easily
read and immediately recognisable iconographic
symbols. The colours were sky blue and the solid
and secure grey of rock, expressing naturalness
and nearness to man. The shape was a square that
opened on the diagonal, giving rise to a symbol
that could be understood as a rising diagram or
the slope of a mountain beside a snow-covered

peak, thus forming the shape of a mountain pass
… of the Sempione.
The message of images and shapes has always
been a priority also for Alfa Romeo. Beauty communicates more than anything else. Just after the
Second World War, Alfa introduced the Golden
Arrow Superlight Touring car, a true wonder. But
just as wonderful was the amazing Giulietta Spider designed by Pininfarina, introduced in 1955,
demonstrating that a car could be exclusive while
at the same time mass-producing it. Alfa did a repeat performance, on an even vaster scale, in 1967
with the Duetto, the Spider that Dustin Hoffman
used in the movie The Graduate. It was a global
advertisement for the car, Pininfarina, and Alfa
Romeo. Another feat of pure design was the 156
by Walter De Silva, today head of style at Volkswagen, generating a lot of profit for Alfa Romeo.
Mr De Silva provided his own fascinating definition: “I am like a tailor who must interpret customers’ tastes and design for them clothing that
matches the style of the time. But it must be beautiful and comfortable at the same time”.

Previous page:
Golden Arrow, Alfa Romeo 6C 2500, 1947
From above in sequence:
Banca del Sempione 50-year Celebration, 23 October 2010,
Palazzo dei Congressi, Lugano
Side page in sequence:
Banca del Sempione 50-year Celebration, 23 October 2010,
Palazzo dei Congressi, Lugano
Sarah Jane Morris and Simona Bencini, 23 October 2010,
Palazzo dei Congressi, Lugano

Beautiful clothes, very elegant women, charme,
and glamour dominated the stage at Palazzo dei
Congressi in Lugano, hosting the closing ceremony of Banca del Sempione’s 50-year celebrations on 23 October 2010. An evening that captured its history, with rare images of the times
appearing on the screen, speeches by the bank’s
executives, the people, and the drivers who generated the Alfa sensation. The Sara-Jane Morris and Simona Bencini concert drew a standing
ovation, and the mayor of Lugano, Giorgio Giudici, greeted the community. The atmosphere
was relaxed, people came in attracted by the cars
exhibited at the entrance, including the “33”,
world champion with Arturo Merzario, present in
the auditorium with other champions like Nicola
Larini, Carlo Facetti, and Gianfranco Palazzoli.
Then there was Alfa Romeo’s latest iconic car,
the 8C introduced in 2007-2009 in its coupé and
spider versions. These cars are of limited series
that many would like to own because the 8C is
stylish both open and closed. Wolfgang Egger,
who designed the car taking into account suggestions from a great Lugano-based surgeon and Alfa enthusiast Axel Marx, also a lively participant
in the two Events, integrated Alfa Romeo’s entire history in one car. The 8C is beauty, tradition,
a dream. A what to say about the Giulietta,
launched with an exceptional advertising campaign featuring actress Uma Thurman?
By now the Banca del Sempione evening has left
images, films, and the magic atmosphere experienced by those who participated in it. The first
50 years have ended, and we are already in the
50 years to come, but, as always, with style and
farsightedness, guarantees of continuity, performance, and success.

The history of Banca del Sempione and Alfa Romeo continue on parallel tracks.
Courage and creativity in two different
fields, but with many points of contact, as
we have seen, such as the ability to innovate and the desire to amaze a world that
is increasingly globalised in the same ideas
and languages, making everything commonplace and impersonal. But that’s not
what Banca del Sempione and Alfa
Romeo are about. The story that we have
just told demonstrates that people, shaped
by talent, farsightedness, creativity, and resourcefulness are capable of overcoming
any obstacle, any impediment. People up
to challenges without irrational delusions,
aware that they view each milestone as the
start of even more fascinating and beautiful adventures to experience.
This is the true, explosive power of ideas.

Concept and coordination
SDB - Chiasso

We would like to thank for their precious cooperation the people and institutions that
provided and permitted the reproduction and publication of the images necessary for
the making of this annual report, including:
-

State Archives of Canton Ticino, Bellinzona
Alfa Romeo History of Automobiles. Archives (Arese, Milan)
RSI Multimedia Television and Radio Archives
Omega Fotocronache, Milan.
Mr Mauro Re, Maurino_81, flickr.com.

The full-page photographs represent:
page 2 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Ticino, 29 May 2010, Chiasso
page 4 and 5 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Engadina, 22 August 2010
page 8 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Engadina, 22 August 2010, St. Moritz
page 11 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Ticino, 29 May 2010, Lugano
page 16 first Banca del Sempione head office, Piazza Manzoni, Lugano
pag. 44 The Wiesen Viaduct, Grison Canton.
page 56 Juan Manuel Fangio in an Alfa Romeo 159, 1951
page 61 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Ticino, 29 May 2010, Bellinzona
page 62 Rosso Alfa Romeo Event in Engadina, 22 August 2010
page 74 Image of “the value of farsightedness".
Texts edited by Pino Allievi whom we extend our heartfelt thanks for his precious
collaboration in the organisation of the events to celebrate Banca del Sempione SA’s
50th anniversary.

